MAINTENANCE & INSTRUCTIONS
Congratulation on your new COCOON LEATHER. Read carefully before use and keep for
further reference. With appropriate installation and maintenance, you will be able to enjoy
your COCOON LEATHER for many years to come.
THE COCOON CHAIR is designed by Rikke Gjørlund and handcrafted. Cocoon Chair
consists of an aluminum frame creating a light and beautiful look. The seating is made of
full grain leather straps hand-woven on the aluminum frame and attached with metal rivets.
Cocoon is mounted in the ceiling by the rope attached – which also leads the thoughts to the
maritime roots of TRIMM Copenhagen.
MATERIAL:
		

Frame: Powder painted Aluminum
Size of pipes: 25 mm

		
		
		
		

Seating: Hand-woven grain leather
Tanning: The leather is vegetable tanned with natural tannins.
This means that the tanning is affected by means of extraction from
plants, bark and fruit falling etc.

DIMENSIONS:
WEIGHT:		
MAX LOAD:

ØxDxL 112x67x165 cm
11,5 kg
Depends on the mounting. Please advice your local hardware store

MAINTENANCE
If you wish to maintain the leathers patina, we recommend that you wipe the cocoon chair
with a damp cloth, on a regular basis. You should avoid using detergent, bleachers and
scourers, only use foam from soap flakes, dissolved in heated water. If you wish to reduce
stains, extend the leathers lifetime, and don’t mind that the leather get’s a bit darker, we
recommend using leather grease or leather oil. When using one of the above the leather will
be nourished and impregnated. Water, grease and alcohol can cause marks and stains,

and should be removed as soon as possible.For harsh marks and stains, we recomend
that you remove them with an effective leather cleanser.
LEATHER
Vegetable-tanned leather is very susceptible to dirt and stains. Most vegetable leather will
get “patina” and darken over time, other becomes lighter (fade).

www.trimmcopenhagen.com

OTHER INFORMATION
We recommend that you maintain a regular level of humidity in the room where the Cocoon
hangs

Best wishes from
TRIMM Copenhagen

Style name: Cocoon hang chair

Date: 06.02.16

Style no.: 1028

Delivery date: August 2016

Fabric: leather straps or webbing

Date of samples: asap

Trimmings/Deco: rope to hang it in

Color of main fabric:

Skeleton: aluminum tubing as a frame for chair

Thread color: matching

COCOON LEATHER #XXXX-X MEASUREMENTS

Label: Trimm Copenhagen
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